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The double perovskite Yb2CoMnO6 has been synthesized with an almost perfect checkerboard

arrangement of Co2þ and Mn4þ cations in the B-sublattice of the perovskite cell. It presents an

anomaly in the electric capacitance and a strong magneto-dielectric effect at about 40K whose

interplay with the microscopic magnetic behavior has been investigated by means of neutron dif-

fraction, magnetization, pyroelectric, and relative dielectric permittivity measurements. We show

that the onset of an E-type antiferromagnetic ordering of Co2þ and Mn4þ moments monitored by

neutron diffraction provokes the noticeable jump of the relative dielectric permittivity (�9%) at

about 40K. It is also shown that this jump can be totally suppressed by application of a magnetic

field of l0H¼ 5 T. Neutron experiments and magnetic measurements confirm that such a suppres-

sion leading to a significant magneto-dielectric effect is driven by a metamagnetic phase transition

from the peculiar E-type ordering of 3d moments into a collinear ferromagnetic order. Pyroelectric

current measurements do not show any spontaneous electric polarization, so the large dielectric

anomaly at zero field cannot be ascribed to a ferroelectric ordering.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926403]

Materials with coupling between magnetic and electric

order parameters are of great current interest coming from

their potential technological impact in a wide field of applica-

tions and from the need for a deeper understanding of the

mechanisms behind these couplings.1–3 Distorted perovskites

such as manganites or nickelates containing small rare-earth

atoms stabilize the formation of E-type magnetic structure in

the transition-metal sublattice, i.e., up-up-down-down (""##)

spin chains along a specific crystallographic direction.4,5

Competitive magnetic interactions combining a small ferro-

magnetic nearest-neighbor exchange coupling and a large

antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor interaction is a criti-

cal ingredient for its occurrence.6 First principle calculations

propose that compounds with E-type spin ordering are able to

develop a finite ferroelectric polarization perpendicular to the

""## spin chains. The magnetic ordering induces cooperative

shifts of oxygen atoms in a direction perpendicular to M-M

path (M ¼ Mn or Ni) in order to minimize the elastic

energy.7,8 The close relationship between polarization and

spin ordering makes these compounds members of the family

of improper magnetic ferroelectrics.7 Recently, E-type struc-

ture has been found in a polycrystalline ceramic of

Lu2CoMnO6, a double perovskite with a rock salt-like order-

ing of Co and Mn atoms.9 The magnetic order takes place

along the crystallographic c-axis and it is coupled to the

occurrence of an anomaly in the relative dielectric permittiv-

ity. In a single crystal of the same composition,10 the dielectric

anomaly was observed along the b-axis, i.e., perpendicular to

the spins chain direction in agreement with abovementioned

calculations for E-type structures. However, there is currently

a strong controversy about the ferroelectric nature of this com-

pound since the spontaneous electric polarization was

observed in ceramic specimens9 but not in a single crystal.10

However, there is agreement in reporting a significant magne-

todielectric effect in this material as the dielectric anomaly

vanishes under application of an external magnetic field but

no explanation has been given to this effect so far.

Recently, multiferroic properties have been also reported

for two related compounds: Y2CoMnO6 and Sm2CoMnO6.
11,12

Both compounds exhibited a long range magnetic ordering and

the ferroelectricity was inferred from pyroelectric measure-

ments. An E-type magnetic ordering is suggested for both com-

pounds without a detailed neutron diffraction study and this

assignment is controversial. First of all, neutron diffraction

refinements at low temperature revealed that Y2CoMnO6 does

not show an E-type ordering, instead it shows a collinear ferro-

magnetic ordering similar to the La-based sample.13,14

Accordingly, the suggested E-type ordering in the Sm-based

compound is also matter of discussion since double perovskites

with smaller rare-earth cations, as Y3þ and Tb3þ, also develop

long range ferromagnetic ordering.13–15 Therefore, the origin of

the reported pyroelectric properties in Y2CoMnO6 and

Sm2CoMnO6 must be different to the behavior shown by

Lu2CoMnO6.
9,10

In this letter, we report the synthesis and characteriza-

tion of the Yb2CoMnO6, a double perovskite with a clear

E-type magnetic ordering isostructural to Lu2CoMnO6. This

material also shows an anomalous broad peak in the relative

dielectric permittivity, coupled to the developing of long

range E-type magnetic ordering, which can be suppressed by

applying a magnetic field. Magnetic measurements and
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neutron powder diffraction experiments under various mag-

netic fields demonstrate that the dielectric anomaly is driven

by the onset of the antiferromagnetic ordering and let us to

discover a metamagnetic transition induced by the field that

is responsible of the large magnetodielectric effect (�9%) of

Yb2CoMnO6.

Polycrystalline samples of Yb2CoMnO6 can be synthe-

sized by the conventional ceramic method. Stoichiometric

amounts of Yb2O3, Co3O4, and MnCO3 were mixed, ground,

and heated at 900 �C for 1d with an intermediate grinding.

The resulting powder was ground, pressed into pellets, and

sintered at 1200 �C in air for 2d followed by a very slow

cooling (0.2 �C/min) down to 300 �C before the samples are

extracted from the furnace. This cooling improves both Co/

Mn ordering and oxygen stoichiometry.16 X-ray diffraction

patterns were collected at room temperature using a Rigaku

D/max-B instrument with Cu Ka wavelength. Neutron dif-

fraction experiments were carried out at the high-flux reactor

of the ILL using the D1B (k¼ 2.52 Å) and D2B (k¼ 1.59 Å)

instruments. All structural refinements were made using the

Fullprof program.17

X-ray diffraction at room temperature confirmed a sin-

gle phase sample and showed that Yb2CoMnO6 adopts the

monoclinic structure of a double perovskite (P21/n space

group) with a unit cell of a¼ 5.1887(4) Å, b¼ 5.5604(4) Å,

c¼ 7.4361(5) Å, and b¼ 90.33�(1). High resolution neutron

patterns (D2B) at 295K also confirmed that our specimen

exhibits an almost perfect ordering of Co and Mn atoms on

the perovskite B-site as the refinement of occupancies

yielded a composition of 94.2(8)% of Co þ 5.8(8)% of Mn

at the Wyckoff 2c site and the opposite ratio at the 2d

position. The average bond length in the CoO6 octahedron is

2.0603(9) Å, very close to the value expected for Co2þ ion

(2.0985 Å), while the average interatomic Mn-O distance is

1.9077(8) Å also in agreement with the expected value for

Mn4þ (1.9030 Å).

The dc and ac magnetic properties of Yb2CoMnO6 were

investigated from using a commercial Quantum Design

SQUID magnetometer from 5 up to 295K. Magnetic hyster-

esis loops were obtained at selected temperatures between

�5 and 5 T. Figure 1(a) shows the temperature dependence

of the dc-magnetization using zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and

field-cooled (FC) conditions at an applied magnetic field of

100Oe. The ZFC curve shows a peak at 31K and a shoulder

at 50K, whereas the FC branch shows the typical behavior

of a ferromagnetic transition that may be ascribed to the spin

canting induced by the external field. A strong divergence is

observed between both curves and it begins at the shoulder

temperature of the ZFC measurement. The magnetic

transition temperature, estimated from the first turning point

(minimum in the 1st derivative of FC curve), is around 51K.

At higher temperatures, the magnetization obeys a

Curie-Weiss law as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a). The

Weiss constant is positive, in agreement with the occurrence

of ferromagnetic interactions. The calculated effective para-

magnetic moment per unit formula is 8.94lB in accordance

to the expected contribution from Yb3þ (lth¼ 4.54 lB),

Mn4þ (spin only, 4.9 lB), and Co2þ (experimental value of

4.8 lB).
18

The real component of the ac magnetic susceptibility—

see Figure 1(b)—shows a peak at �50K whose intensity

decreases as the frequency of the alternating field increases

FIG. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of

the dc magnetization for a field of

0.01 T in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and

field-cooled (FC) conditions. Inset:

Inverse of the ac magnetic susceptibil-

ity (f¼ 17Hz) vs temperature. Solid

line is a linear fit (Curie-Weiss law).

(b) Temperature dependence of the in-

phase component of ac magnetic sus-

ceptibility for a series of frequencies

between 17 and 997Hz. Inset: Out-of-

phase component. (c) Magnetization in

Yb2CoMnO6 as a function of the exter-

nal magnetic field for 5, 30, and 70K.

(d) Temperature dependence of the

real part of relative dielectric permit-

tivity for Yb2CoMnO6 at f¼ 5 kHz.
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but without significant shift of its position in the frequency

range studied (17–997Hz). At temperatures above the mag-

netic peak, no dynamic behavior is observed in accordance

with a paramagnetic phase. However, the susceptibility

becomes frequency dependent at low temperatures and a

local broad maximum centered around 17.5K is noticeable.

The out-of-phase susceptibility—see inset of Fig. 1(b)—

shows three peaks at �13, �28, and �49K indicating small

changes (absorption) in the magnetic arrangement with

decreasing temperature. The magnetic irreversibility in dc

magnetization scans, in addition to the dynamic behavior in

ac magnetic susceptibility, is usually ascribed to a glassy

magnetic state such as spin- or cluster-glass. The occurrence

of long range magnetic ordering revealed by neutron diffrac-

tion scattering (see below) rules out this only contribution.

The hysteresis curves of magnetization vs magnetic field

reveal significant magnetization at low temperature as can be

seen in Figure 1(c). These results indicate a ferromagnetic-

like behavior below 70K under field. At 5K, the ferromag-

netic transition induced by the field exhibits a wide hystere-

sis loop producing a notable remanent moment. However,

saturation is not achieved up to 5 T in this loop. In fact, the

magnetization at 5 T (4.9 lB/fu) is below to the expected

value of a fully magnetized lattice of Mn4þ and Co2þ (6lB/

fu) and there is the potential contribution of the magnetic

Yb3þ. Both magnetization and coercive field increase with

decreasing temperature. At 30K, the loop resembles that of a

soft ferromagnet, while at 5K is typical of a hard ferromag-

netic material. The latter indicates either the occurrence of

defects in the material able to pin the domain walls or an

increase of the magnetic anisotropy with decreasing temper-

ature. However, the most striking point in the loops is the

presence of a turning point, clearly visible at �1.5 T at 30K,

indicating a phase transition induced by the magnetic field.

This feature is less noticeable in the loop at 5K due to the

large coercivity, but it may be responsible of the wasp-

waisted shape for the hysteresis cycle.

Relative dielectric permittivity (er) of bulk Yb2CoMnO6

was measured at low temperature—see Figure 1(d)—on disc-

shaped pellets of about 48mm2 surface and 0.8mm thick

using silver paint as electrodes. These measurements were

carried out as a function of temperature between 5 and 100K

with and without an external magnetic field of 5 T applied

perpendicular to the ac electric field. The dielectric response

was measured on heating using an impedance analyzer

(Wayne Kerr Electronics 6500B) applying voltages with am-

plitude of 1V and for frequencies between 100Hz and

1MHz. er(T) shows an anomaly with the shape of rounded

wide peak in the measurements without external magnetic

field. No significant differences were found in function of the

frequency. The anomaly begins at �59K, close to the onset

of the magnetic transition—see Figure 1(a)—and it achieves

a maximum at T¼ 35K. The repetition of this measurement

under an external field of 5 T leads to the anomaly fading and

it results in a negative magnetocapacitance (�9%) for this

material in this temperature range. These features agree with

the previous reports in the related Lu2CoMnO6 compound

suggesting a similar scenario for both samples.9 However,

pyroelectric current measurements after cooling in an electric

pole field of 20 kV/cm did not detect electric polarization in

Yb2CoMnO6 higher than 1lC/m
2 in agreement with the find-

ings in a Lu2CoMnO6 single crystal.10 Therefore, the anom-

aly in the relative dielectric permittivity is not associated to

the developing of significant ferroelectric ordering in

Yb2CoMnO6.

In order to unravel the microscopic mechanism involved

in the observed large magneto-dielectric response, we have

performed neutron diffraction measurements under various

magnetic fields. Figure 2(a) compares the neutron pattern at

room temperature to the one collected at 25 and at 2K at

zero magnetic field. Magnetic contribution is subtle but

clearly visible in the last two patterns. Long range magnetic

ordering is developed in the Co-Mn sublattice below 50K.

The magnetic peaks can be indexed using the propagation

vector k� (0, 0, 1=2), and the refinements indicate that Mn

and Co moments are mainly aligned along the z-direction

forming an E-type antiferromagnetic structure similar to the

reported for Lu2CoMnO6. The propagation vector could be

incommensurate but no definite conclusion can be obtained

from powder neutron diffraction. First of all, magnetic peaks

are rather broader than nuclear ones indicating a lower co-

herence length in the magnetic order. Second, some mag-

netic peaks have the typical asymmetrical shape of stacking

faults, mainly the (0 0 l) peaks as can be seen in Figs. 2(b)

and 2(c). These defects may be ascribed to antiphase boun-

daries in the E-type ordering along the c-axis. The large

amount of defects in the magnetic coherence may account

for the large coercivity observed in the hysteresis loops at

low temperature.

The refinements are stabilized using the same magnetic

moment for both Co2þ and Mn4þ suggesting a high spin con-

figuration for both ions (S¼ 3/2), in agreement with the con-

figuration observed in related double perovskites.15,19

However, refined magnetic moments are smaller than

expected reaching a value of 1.68(7) lB/atom at 2K. Part of

this difference can be ascribed to the abovementioned

defects but it is quite likely that not the full Co-Mn sublattice

is involved in the long range magnetic order. The magnetic

ordering of Yb3þ moments occurs independently of the Co-

Mn sublattice at lower temperatures. This Yb sublattice par-

tially orders below �15K and the magnetic peaks associated

with this ordering are much broader than E-type peaks con-

firming partial disorder of Yb moments even at 2K as can be

seen in Fig. 2(d).

Due to its relevance, one of the most striking points in

the magnetic behavior of Yb2CoMnO6 is the existence of a

field induced transition at relatively low fields depending on

temperature. Applying a magnetic field, several changes take

place in the neutron diffraction patterns (see Fig. 3). First of

all, the E-type magnetic peaks disappear while the intensity

of some nuclear peaks rises as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c).

This increase is related to a long-range ferromagnetic order-

ing of the Co-Mn moments, so a transition from E-type to

collinear ferromagnetic ordering is induced by an external

field higher than 3 T at 2K. Second, the magnetic scattering

associated to the Yb3þ order vanishes whilst the metamag-

netic transition occurs indicating that the ferromagnetic cou-

pling between Co2þ and Mn4þ moments prevents the long-

range ordering of Yb3þ moments—see Fig. 3(d).

012902-3 Blasco et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 012902 (2015)



The refinement of the neutron patterns collected at 25K

and 5T yields a ferromagnetic ordering in the ac-plane with

a refined moment of 2.62(3) lB/atom close to the expected

value of a Co-Mn lattice fully saturated. Here, the refinement

also agrees with the same magnetic moment for both atoms.

This ferromagnetic ordering is usually found in some related

double perovskites without external magnetic field.15,19

Finally, as the temperature increases the metamagnetic tran-

sition takes place at smaller magnetic fields—compare Fig.

3(b) with Fig. 3(c).

Summarizing, we have prepared and characterized a

double perovskite, Yb2CoMnO6, isostructural to the reported

FIG. 3. (a) Refinement of the neutron

powder diffraction pattern collected on

D1B (k¼ 2.52 Å) for Yb2CoMnO6 at

25K and 5T. Inset: Detail of the neu-

tron patterns collected at 0 and 5 T and

at 2K evidencing changes in the mag-

netic scattering of two representative

peaks. (b)–(d) Two dimensional plots

representing neutron diffraction scans

measured on D1B as a function of

magnetic field in the region (as previ-

ous inset) of representative magnetic

scattering from the Co-Mn sublattice

at (b) 2K and (c) 25K, and (d) region

of representative magnetic scattering

from Yb sublattice at 2K. The reflec-

tions are indexed in the frame of the

crystallographic (nuclear) cell.

FIG. 2. (a) Neutron diffraction scans

measured on D2B (k¼ 1.59 Å) for a

series of representative temperatures:

100K (paramagnetic region), 25K

(magnetic ordering of Co-Mn sublat-

tice), and 2K (emerging of Yb order-

ing). Arrows mark the main magnetic

contribution with the magnetic reflec-

tions referred to the magnetic cell

(a� b� 2c). (b) and (c) Comparison of

the calculated reflections using natural

width to the actual magnetic reflections

(0 0 l). (d) Comparison of representa-

tive neutron diffraction scans at low

angles showing the emergency of mag-

netic contribution from Yb at 2K.
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multiferroic Lu2CoMnO6. Yb2CoMnO6 shows magnetic and

electric transitions at low temperature identified by anoma-

lies in the temperature dependence of magnetization and rel-

ative dielectric permittivity, respectively. The magnetic

structure is antiferromagnetic of the E-type, which has been

related to the developing of ferroelectricity in orthorhombic

perovskites like HoMnO3.
20 This compound shows a large

negative magnetocapacitance and we demonstrated: (i) The

emergence of a broad wide peak in the relative dielectric per-

mittivity driven by the presence of E-type magnetic ordering.

(ii) However, no ferroelectric polarization is observed in

Yb2CoMnO6 by measuring the pyroelectric current suggest-

ing that E-type order is not sufficient condition to develop

ferroelectricity. In fact, the occurrence of pyroelectric effect

in related compounds should be originated by a different

mechanism.11,12 (iii) We have correlated its large magneto-

dielectric response with a metamagnetic transition. Indeed,

the application of a moderate magnetic field substitutes the

E-type order by a collinear ferromagnetic order which sup-

presses the excess of electric capacitance generated by the

up-up-down-down spin chains.
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